INTRODUCTION

A mapping F: C" -C, F(X) =
(X)) 9 is a polynomial mapping if each F t is a polynomial. How do we recognize when such an F is invertible? The question is unambiguous since, once F is bijective, its set theoretic inverse is automatically polynomial (see Theorem 2.1). When F is linear, nonvanishing of det (F) detects invertibility. Linearizing the general case leads us to consider the Jacobian J (F) = (d^/dXj). Invertibility of F implies that of /(F), i.e. that det J(F) G C x . Conversely we have the Jacobian Conjecture:
The analogue in characteristic/? > 0 is false, already f or n = 1, F( X) = X + X p . The analytic analogue is likewise false, for example with n = 2, F x -e x , F 2 = e~xY. There is even an entire F: C 2 -* C 2 with det J (F) = 1 such that F is injective, yet F (C 2 ) misses a nonempty open set (see (1.1), Remark 10). In contrast, if F: C n -> C n is polynomial, det 7(F) = 1, and F is injective, then F is invertible (see Theorem 2.1). Thus the Jacobian Conjecture must depend on properties specific to polynomials in characteristic zero.
The Jacobian Conjecture seems first to have been formulated by O. H. Keller in 1939. Aside from the trivial case n = 1 it remains an open problem for all n>2.ln the late fifties and early sixties several faulty proofs appeared in print. A discussion of these is presented in §3 of Chapter I.
Chapter I aims to give a fairly complete representation of the state of the art on the Jacobian Conjecture, to serve as a historical account and as a reference for future research on the problem. §2 surveys a number of the partial results. Notable among these is Moh's proof of the Jacobian Conjecture f or n = 2 when deg(F) < 100 [Mo] , and S. Wang's proof of it for all n when deg(F) < 2 [Wa] . Here deg (F) denotes the maximum degree of the polynomials F }9 ...,F n .
Chapters II and III present a new approach to the Jacobian Conjecture, whose effect is to reduce it to a sort of combinatorial problem, hopefully susceptible to testing by computer.
In Chapter II it is shown that the Jacobian Conjecture will follow once it is shown for all F = (F,,...,F W ) of the form F t = X t -H t where each H t is a cubic homogeneous polynomial, and the matrix J(H) -(dHj/dXj) is nilpotent. (This contrasts temptingly with Wang's proof of the conjecture for quadratic F.) An F = X -H as above has an analytic inverse G = (G x ,... 9 G n ) near the origin: For each i, G t {X) is a power series such that G t (F) -X t . The Jacobian Conjecture asserts that these power series G t are polynomials. We present in Chapter III a formula of Abhyankar and Joni for the G t . From this we derive a combinatorial expansion (indexed by rooted trees with d vertices) for the homogeneous components G\ d) of G t . The hope is to show that Gj d) = 0 for sufficiently large d. We initiate a (still inconclusive) method for showing this by induction on e, where J(H) e = 0. The three chapters may be read essentially independently of one another. This paper is a substantial revision of an earlier draft circulated in August, 1980 . It owes much to numerous colleagues, who are acknowledged at the end of Chapter I.
I. THE JACOBIAN CONJECTURE 1. Statement of the Jacobian Problem; first observations. Let A: be a commutative ring and n > 0 an integer. Write k [n] for the polynomial algebra k [X l9 ...,X"] in n variables and A n k = Spec(/c [w] ), affine «-space over k. A morphism, or polynomial map, F: A n k -* A^ can be identified with its sequence F= (F x ,... 9 F n ) of coordinate functions F t E k [n] . The induced A>algebra endomorphism of k [n] is <p F : ƒ H>/(F), sending X t to F t . The map F h* <p F is an anti-isomorphism of monoids (<p F ° <p c = <p c 0 F ), End(A"J -> End(A: [n] ) from /c-scheme endomorphisms to A>algebra endomorphisms. Each F as above defines a polynomial map F: k n -+ k n which determines F whenever fc is, say, an infinite integral domain.
The automorphism group
GA"{k) = Aut(A-t )
is here called the affine Cremona group; it is anti-isomorphic to Aut k _ alg (k [n] ). The group GA n is the nonlinear analogue of GL n . 
Given F G End(A^) how can we recognize whether or not F G GA n (k)l A necessary condition is furnished by the
(G(F))=7(G)(F)-/(F).
When F is invertible, with inverse G, we have G(F) = X-(X l9 ...,X n ) so I = J(X)= J(G)(F) • /(F), and we see that /(F) is invertible. Thus
(2) FEGA n (k) ^J(F) G GL"(*W).
In this case det /(F) is a unit of A:
1 " 1 . When k is reduced (without nonzero nilpotent elements) the units of k [n] are just the (constant) units k x of k. The Jacobian Problem asks about the converse of (2), i.e. about the validity of the following "Jacobian Property":
JP n ( k ) : if F G End(A M * ) and /( F ) is invertible then F is invertible.
We begin with some elementary observations and then give a historical account of the problem.
(1.1) REMARKS. Let F G End(A^). 1. To show that F is invertible we are always at liberty to replace F by G o Fo H where G 9 H G GA n (k). In particular we can replace F by To F where T is the translation T -X -F(0), and so arrange that F(0) = 0. If the linear term F (1) of F is an invertible linear map (it corresponds to the matrix /(F)(0)) we can further replace F by F^1 ° F to arrange that F (1) = X, so that F t = X t + terms of degree > 2 (i = 1,... ,n).
Suppose that F(0) = 0 and that /(FXO) is invertible. Then (Implicit Function Theorem) F is formally invertible at the origin. In other words there
is a formal inverse G = (G,,. ..,G W ) defined by the conditions,
G i (F) = X i
(*=1,...,«).
(We give a formula for G, in Chapter III, Corollary (2.2).) In order that F E GA n (k) it is necessary and sufficient that the power series G t be polynomials.
In any case the map <p F > f*-*f (F) defines an automorphism of k [[n] \ and hence an injective endomorphism of k [n \ i.e. F l9 ... 9 F n are "algebraically independent" over k. Invertibility of F is equivalent to the condition k [F l9 ... 9 F n ] = k [X l9 ... 9 X n ].
3. Suppose that /(F)(0) is invertible. Let k C K be an extension of scalars. Then FOEGA n (k)~FOEGA n (K) .
In fact we may assume that F(0) = 0 so that F has a formal inverse G = (G l9 ... 9 G n ) . Then G, E k [[n] ] is a polynomial over k iff it is one over K. 4. ("Lefschetz Principle") . JP n (C) =*JP n (k) for every integral domain k of characteristic 0. In fact let F E End (A w A: ) with /(F) invertible. Using Remark 1 we may assume that F(0) = 0 and /(F)(0) = I. In this case det /(F) = 1. Let k 0 be the subring of k generated by all coefficients of F l9 ... 9 F n . Then k 0 can be embedded in C. By assumption JP n (C) we have F E GA n (C) 9 so by Remark 3 we have F E GA n 
5. If A: is a field of characteristic/? > 0 then JP n (k) fails for all n > 1. Just take F X = X X + Xf and F t = X t for i > 2. Then J(F) = I whereas F can't be invertible since F, is not even an irreducible polynomial. _ 6. Suppose that N is a nilpotent ideal of k 9 and put k = k/N. Let F = k<8> k F be the corresponding endomorphism of A n k -. Then F£G^)^F6Gi"(iï).
For the nonobvious implication, suppose that F E GA n {k). Let C denote the /c-module fc [w] /<p F (A: I ' l] ). Since <pf= k® k <p F is an isomorphism we have C/NC = 0, so C = iVC = W 2 C = • • •. Since JV is nilpotent, C = 0. Since k [n] is /c-free, Ker(<p F ) is a A>linear direct summand of k [n] . Therefore, again since <p^is an isomorphism, £® k Ker(<p F ) = 0, and again as above, Ker(<p F ) = 0.
7. Suppose that k is noetherian. Assume that /(F)(0) is invertible. If for every homomorphism k -* K 9 where A' is a field, K® k F E GA n (K) 
We may assume that F(0) = 0. Let G be the formal inverse of F (Remark 2). Let F be a prime ideal of k 9 and K the field of fractions of k/P. By hypothesis, K <£>£ F is invertible, so that G is a polynomial map mod P. Therefore G is a polynomial map modulo the intersection AT of the (finitely many) minimal primes of k. Since N is nilpotent the invertibility of F follows from Remark 6.
8. JP n (C) =* JP n (k) f°r ever y commutative ring A: which is Z-torsion free, or, more generally, in which the Z-torsion elements are nilpotent.
Indeed, let F E End(A w A; ) with /(F) invertible. By Remark 1 we may assume that F(0) = 0 and /(F)(0) = I. Thanks to Remark 3 we may replace k by the subring generated by all coefficients of F and of det J (F) ~l and so assume that k is noetherian. Then its nilradical is nilpotent, so, by Remark 6, we may replace k by k/N, where N is the (nilpotent) ideal of Z-torsion elements, and so assume that k embeds in K = Q ® z k. By Remark 3 again, we may replace k by K. Then the assertion follows from Remarks 4 and 7.
9. One can generalize the Jacobian Problem to morphisms F = (F^... ,F m ) from A n k to A™ (each F t being in k
[n] ) 9 by asking when F admits a left inverse G. From the formula /" = J(G(F)) = J(G)(F) • /(F) we see that a necessary condition is that /(F) be left invertible. That this condition is not sufficient is shown by the following example, over any k. Take where the latter refers to degrees as polynomials in X u ..., X n .
(1.2) PROPOSITION. Let k 0 be a subring ofQ, and let n, d be integers > 1. Let C denote the class of all pairs (k 9 F) where k is a commutative k 0 -algebra 9 F G End(A^), deg(F) < d, and det /(F) G k x . Assume that whenever (£, F) G C and k is afield then F is invertible. Then there is a constant S -S(k 0 , n 9 d) such that, for all (k 9 F) G C, F is invertible and the inverse of F has degree < 8.
Note that k 0 is obtained from Z by inverting some collection of primes. Let %Jl denote the set of monomials of degree <d in X l9 ...,X n . Let A denote the A: 0 -algebra_of polynomials in indeterminates c iM {i-1,...,«; MOEW). Put F= (F l9 ...,F n ) where
[n \ and let / denote the ideal of A generated by all coefficients of D -1 as a polynomial in X ]9 ...,X n . Put B = 4// and F = B ® A F. Thus (B, F) is the generic element of C subject to the condition det /(F) = 1. Since B is noetherian it follows from Remark 7 above and our hypothesis that F is invertible. Let G denote its inverse, and put S = deg (G) . Let (k, F) G C. If u = det /(F) G A:
x then we can replace F, by w _1 F, without changing the degree of F, or of its eventual inverse, and so arrange that det /(F) = 1. Then the generic property of (B, F) implies that F = k ® 5 F for a unique homomorphism 5 -* A:. It follows that F is invertible with inverse G = k ® B G of degree (1.3) REMARKS. 1. Let A: be a field of characteristic ¥> 2 and let F E End(A^) be a quadratic map (deg(F) < 2) with J(F) invertible. Then S. Wang [Wa] (see (2.4) below) has shown that F is invertible, and he conjectured that its inverse G has degree < 2 W_1 . It follows from Wang's theorem that the hypothesis of Proposition (1.2) is satisfied for k 0 = Z[l/2], all n 9 and d -2. Thus (1.2) gives a universal bound 8 for deg (G) . We shall see below (Corollary (1.4)) that in fact Wang's Conjecture is true.
2. When k is not reduced the condition det J(F) E k x in (1.2) is stronger than invertibility of J(F), and the analogous proposition is false if we use the weaker condition. For example suppose a G k satisfies a d ¥= 0, a d+x = 0. Take n= I and F = X -aX 2 . Then J( (F) w_1 . We state this corollary now, before formulating the theorem.
(1.4) COROLLARY. Ifk is a field and F E GA n (k) then deg(F _1 ) < deg(F)"" 1 .
The following result was communicated to us by Ofer Gabber, to whom we are grateful for permission to reproduce it here. He attributed it to an unrecalled colloquium lecturer at Harvard. 
is a closed subvariety of E (d) . What is less obvious is that:
(1.6) COROLLARY. G^d ) is a closed subvariety of E^dy Each F G J (d) can be uniquely factored as r°F where T is a translation and F'(0) = 0. Let /f be the formal inverse of F\ and write H = 2 r>0 ^(r) where the components of i/ (r) are all homogeneous of degree r. According to Corollary (1.4) we have F G G (d) ** H {r) = 0 for all r>d n~l . Since the coefficients of each i/ (r) are Z-polynomial in the coefficients of F, the corollary is proved.
(1.7) REMARK. Corollary (1.6) gives a possible approach to the Jacobian Conjecture. We have (d) and that J {d) is irreducible. The case n = 2 is discussed in detail in Abhyankar's Tata Lecture Notes [Abl] , where he proves the galois case: k(X) is galois over k (F) . He also shows that the conjecture is equivalent to the curves F t = 0 having only one point at infinity in P 2 . He shows that they have at most two points at infinity, a result also proved by Makar-Limanov [M-L] . Nakai and Baba [N + B] , generalizing a result of Magnus [Ma] , prove the conjecture when one of d t = deg(jp;) is prime, or 4, or if d x -2p > d 2 with p an odd prime. Moreover Moh [Mo] , using characteristic pairs and a computer search, has proved the conjecture when dy< d<> are < 100. Wright [Wrl] has shown that F is invertible iff J(F) is a product of elementary and diagonal matrices in GL 2 (k [2] ). Other approaches to the case n -2 are discussed in Vitushkin [V] , Fridman [F] , and Razar [R] . An interesting discussion of the case n -2, with connections to differential equations, is given by Meisters [Me] .
For general «, many of the partial results are summarized by the following theorem.
(2.1) THEOREM. Let k be afield and let F: A\ -> A^ be a morphism with J (F) invertible. Consider the following conditions.
(2i)Fis invertible, i.e. k [F] [F] of k [F] in k [X] is unramifiedover k [F] . We now discuss the proof of (2.1). In the exact sequence,
the matrix of / with respect to the bases (dF t ; ® 1) and (dX t \ respectively, is J(F). Thus We mention finally the following significant result.
.,F H ).
Assuming that deg J(F) = 1 we have
A i (F J ) = 8 ij (i,j=\,.
..,n).
Thus the A/s commute in C[F] and hence also in C[X] since &C[X]/C[F]
(2.4) THEOREM (S. WANG [Wa]). Let k be a field of characteristic ¥= 2. Let F G End(A^) have invertible Jacobian J(F). Assume that deg(F) < 2. Then F is invertible.
This result was rediscovered by S. Oda [O] , with a much simpler proof than Wang's. A slight elaboration of Oda's argument is presented in [Wr2, Lemma 3.5]. The argument is so short that we reproduce it here. In view of Theorem (2.1), condition (c), it suffices to show that F is injective. Suppose, on the contrary, that
where c = b -a =£ 0, and G is still quadratic; write G -G (1) + G (2) where the components of
Since/(G), like/(F), is invertible, and c ¥= 0, this is a contradiction. This theorem tempts one to conjecture, as does Oda, that the Jacobian Conjecture might be true in characteristic p > 0 for morphisms F of degree d<p. However this cannot be so since we show below that the Jacobian Conjecture (in any characteristic) follows once it is known for morphisms of degree < 3.
3. Faulty proofs. Several alleged proofs of the Jacobian Conjecture have been published. While it is "well known to the experts" that these proofs are faulty, it proved surprisingly difficult for us to document a precise critique, even unpublished, for each of them. It is therefore perhaps worthwhile to publish this account of our findings. W. Engel [E] in 1955 claimed to prove the case n = 2. Vitushkin [V] [K] one knows that F is invertible in the birational case (d = 1), so one seeks to show that d = 1. Modifying F by an affine linear automorphism (Remark (1.1)1) we may assume that for each i = 1,...,«,
with each F i(r) homogeneous of degree r. The invertibility of /(F) then implies that det J(F) = 1. Let t G C x and conjugate F by the homothetic Xv-* tX to obtain F' with (0
Note that J(F')(X) = J(F)(tX) so that det J(F<) = 1. Moreover (1) defines F' even for / = 0, when F° = X (the identity morphism). Thus (1) describes a homotopy from F -F x to the identity F°. Evidently the geometric degree of F' is the same d for all / G C x . Segre pretends to reason that this remains so for / = 0, whence d -1. This argument is couched in terms of evaluation of a certain volume integral on P" in which t figures as a parameter, and the claim that the integral varies continuously with t.
Now it is known that the geometric degree is a homotopy invariant only for proper morphisms. If indeed Segre could verify that F was proper then, as we saw in Theorem (2.1), the invertibility of F would easily follow. Of course the F* above are proper outside a proper subvariety V\ but V t varies with t so the difficulty remains.
Segre's second attempt [Se2], shortly afterward, makes the stronger claim that if det J(F) = 1 then F belongs to the group EA n (k) generated by "elementary" or "Jonquieres" automorphisms. (F is elementary if, for somey, F t = X t for i ¥=j and Fj -Xj is independent of Xj.) This claim is equivalent to the conjunction of the Jacobian Conjecture and the "Tame Generator Conjecture" that GA n (k) is generated by EA n (k) and GL n (k). Segre asserts that the claim is very likely a theorem for all n 9 and he offers a proof for n -2. He cites the earlier proof by Jung [Ju] of the Tame Generator Conjecture for n = 2, and the "proof by Engel [E] of the Jacobian Conjecture for n = 2, as well as Segre's own earlier "proof of the Jacobian Conjecture for general n [Sel] .
Segre rightly calls attention to the following lemma in his proof as having a special interest. 2 where the leading homogeneous terms of ƒ and g are nonzero, and he introduces the map P: C -* C 2 defined by P(t) = F(ta, tb). From the Chain Rule and invertibility of J(F) one sees that (d/dt)f(ta, tb) and (d/dt)g(ta, tb) have no common zeros, and hence that P is an immersion. However Segre claims [Se2, p. 16, lines 7-9] that the curve P(C) C C 2 is nonsingular, which is equivalent to P being injective. This of course must be so if F is to be invertible, but no adequate justification of the claim is given by Segre.
In 1960 Segre proposed a third proof of the Jacobian Conjecture [Se3, §14], couched in topological terms. He views F: C n -> C n as a rational map from V = P n to V' -P w defined and locally invertible outside the hyper-plane H^ at oo. He takes from V' the sub variety W' consisting of the branch locus and all points with positive dimensional F-fiber. Then he asserts that F defines a (topological) covering from V* = V -H^ (= C n ) to F* = V' -W. In fact it is not clear why F even maps V* into V'* 9 and, if so, why, in the absence of properness conditions on F, such a map must be a covering.
Segre in [Se3] proposed the problem of finding a purely algebraic proof of the Jacobian Conjecture. Gröbner responded with such a proof in 1961 [Gr] . Zariski pointed out to Barsotti, reviewer of the article, that "formula (14) on p. 121 contains a computational error which invalidates the proof." Indeed, Marilena Pittaluga has shown us an automorphism of C 2 for which the derivatives dx\/dyj Gröbner claims, using (14) , are finite, are in fact infinite. She notes, moreover, that in deriving a contradiction Gröbner never uses his hypothesis that his map is not birational, so that the argument has to be faulty.
Shafareviö [Sh] in 1967 gave the group GA n (C) as an example of an infinite dimensional algebraic group (in the sense he there introduced), stating that it was defined in the space of polynomial «-tuples F= (F l9 ... 9 F n ) by the condition det J(F) E C x . His belief that this had been established was apparently an oversight, as he later conceded in private communications. In this connection Corollary (1.6) is relevant. 
The use of stabilization and formal methods.
We present below what appears to be a new approach to the Jacobian Conjecture, based on two simple ideas.
The first is the "stabilization philosophy" of algebraic ^-theory: A problem posed in dimension n may become simpler if looked at in dimension n + m. This is implemented here as follows:
Let F= (F,,...,F W ) E End(A^) have invertible Jacobian J (F) . For any m>0 consider F^ = (F l ,...,F",X n+l ,...,X n+m 
Then is still invertible, and F is invertible iff F [m] is invertible. Now we are able to show that for m large, there exist G, H E GA n+m (k) such that E = G o F [m] o H is a specialization of a morphism of the form X + N where each N t is a cubic homogeneous polynomial and J(N) is nilpotent (Theorem (2.1) of Chapter II).
5
The other idea is embodied in Remark (1.1)2 above: assuming that F(0) = 0 and J (F)(0) is invertible then F has a formal inverse G = (G,,... ,G W ) . Thus the Jacobian Problem is not whether an inverse exists, but rather whether this formal inverse G is really a polynomial when J(F) is invertible. To seriously consider the problem from this point of view one needs a formula for G. Until recently such inversion formulas were relatively inaccessible, which presumably explains why this quite natural approach has not earlier been pursued.
The with neutral element X. This monoid is isomorphic to End(A^), and antiisomorphic to End^.^^" 1 ). Its group of invertible elements is the affine Cremona group GA n (k)^Kxi\{K\).
2. Graded k-algebra. We give MA n (k) the (cartesian) product ring structure (coordinatewise operations) with grading 
J(G(F))=J(G)(F)-J(F).
Note that J(F)(0) = J(F (l) )(0) is just the matrix corresponding to the linear endomorphismF (1) ofAV
We put
This is an ideal of the ring MA n (k\ and
is a monoid homomorphism, whose kernel we denote .Weput 
where F' E MA\(k). Moreover F is invertible iff F' is invertible.
This is clear, and it shows that, for the Jacobian Conjecture, one may restrict attention to elements F E MA\(k) . For GA n (k), (1) gives a decomposition into the product,
where T n (k) is the group of translations and GL n (k) is identified with the group of linear homogeneous elements of GA n (k).
Call F E MA n (k) elementary if, for some 7, F t -X t is zero for i ¥=j, and independent of Xj for / = j. Such an F is clearly an automorphism (( F~l ) t -X t = - (F t -X t ) ). The group generated by all elementary automorphisms is denoted EA n (k), and we put
For /n^Owe define the stabilization map 
This is a monomorphism of monoids. Observe that
^-(v i)
and that F is invertible iff F [m] is invertible. [Co] has shown that it is at least the normal closure of EA(k).
Statement of the Reduction Theorem. (2.1) THEOREM. Let k be a commutative ring, and let F E MA l n (k) have invertible Jacobian J(F). There exist an integer m>0 9 elements G, H E EA® +m (k), and F(T) E MA n+m (k[T]% where T is an indeterminate, with the following properties. (a) For T= I we have F(\) = G ° F [m] o H. Thus if F is invertible then so also is F. (b) The k[T y algebra endomorphism <pp of k[T]
[n+m] defined by F can be viewed as a k-algebra endomorphism ofk[X x ,...,X n+m ,T] = k [r \ where r = n + m + 1. As such it defines an element L E MA r (k), which is invertible iff F is. We have L = X r + N where N is cubic homogeneous (N = iV (3) ), and linear in each variable except quadratic in T, andJ(N) is nilpotent.
(2.2) COROLLARY. Suppose, for all n and all F E MA n (k) of the form F= X + N with N cubic homogeneous and J(N) nilpotent, that F is invertible. Then for all n and all F E MA n (k) with J(F) invertible, F is invertible.
The Reduction Theorem will be proved in three steps, each of which furnishes slightly more general information.
Step 1. Reduction to degree 3 ( §3).
Step 2. Making/(F) unipotent ( §4).
Step 3. Homogenization ( §4).
3. Reduction to degree 3.
There is an integer m>0 and elements G, H in EA l n+m (k) such that F' = G <> F [m] o H has degree < 3.
By allowing H to be taken from EA°n+ m (k) we can further arrange that F' be linear in each variable.
Put d-deg (F) and let e denote the number of monomials of degree d occurring in F - (F l9 ... 9 F n H [m] o H') and the outside factors belong to EA l n+2+m (k) 9 the first assertion is proved. To prove the final assertion we may therefore assume that 
Clearly either deg(F') < d or else deg(F') = d and e(F') < e. By induction therefore there exist m > 0 and G', H'
G EA\+ 2+m (k) such that F" - G' o F' [m] o ^' has degree < 3. Since F' = (G' o G [m] ) o F [2+m] o (
MSfj=\
Thus e( ƒ ) ^ 0 and e( f ) = 0 iff ƒ is linear in each variable. Put e(F) = e (F x ) + • • • +e(F n ); we argue by induction on e (F) to make e(F) = 0.
Suppose that e(F) > 0. Some i*), say F l9 contains a monomial M, say with coefficient a G k 9 divisible by Xj for some j. Write aM = PQ so that A^ divides both P and g. Now define G, i/, and F' = G ° F [2] o H as in formulas (1) and (2) above. Then G G JMj l+2 (*), /f G £^^+ 2 (A:), and one can verify from (2) and (3) that e{F') < e (F) 9 using the fact that M = XfN with AT of degree < 1. Now arguing as in the first part of the proof, we conclude by applying the induction hypothesis to F'. Let F G MA\{k) have invertible Jacobian J (F) . Let F' = Go F [m] Let Tbe an indeterminate. Put 
Proof of the Reduction Theorem.
E(T) = X+ TF m + T% y G MA\{k[T\).
We have J(E(T)) = 1+ 77(F (2) ) + T 2 J(F (3) ) = J(F)(TX), so that J(E(T)), like J(F), is invertible. In
., Y" ). Consider the elements
G(T) = (X+ TY,Y) H(T) = (X,Y-TF 0) )
EAlMT])
and
put E'(T) = G(T) ° £(7)'"' o H(T). We have E'(T) = (E(T) + (Y-F 0) T)T,Y-F 0) T) = {(E(T) -F (3) T 2 ) + YT, Y-F 0) T) = (X, Y) + NT
where N = (F (2) + Y, -F (3) ). We have J(E'(T)) = I + J(N)T G GL 2 "(k™[T)), and \Af m ) o)
The following lemma apphed to the ring A = M 2n (k [2n] ) [T] 9 graded by powers of r, and to the element a = J(N)T G A l9 shows now that J(N) is nilpotent. In fact the inverse must be 2 m>0 ( -a ) mNow setting T = 1 we obtain the element In this case we put
F(T) = X+N(T) 9 where N(T) = N (X) T 2 + N (2) T + N (3) .
For T = 1 we have F(X) = F. Identifying k [n+l] with k[X l9 ... ,X" 9 T] 9 we have the fc-endomorphism defined by 
^-linearization and unipotent reduction.
The argument in proving Theorem (2.1) to make J(F) unipotent was applied only after F was made cubic. We record here the information that argument yields in general. 
Thus F' is linear in T, and involves the same X-monomials as F [^d~l)n \
In the proof we shall write X (J) for X^J\ We start with 
IfJ(F) is invertible then J(N) is nilpotent.
Put
E(T)=
1F ( ..,X r Suppose, finally, that there is a relation 2-=1 P,(S)(Z),S) = 0 with each P,(S) G k [S] and with some P t ^ 0. We may assume that P x ,... ,P r have g.c.d. 1 in k [S] , so that, for S = 0, some P t (0) ^ 0. Then we have a nontrivial congruence Y> r i=: [n] . Since the left side has ^-degree < deg(S), we must have Then <p F is the fc-algebra endomorphism of k [[n] ] such that q> F (X t ) = i*) (i = 1,... ,w). If G G M4j((fc) ) then <p G <> <p F = <p F(G) where F(G) = (F^G),...,/^)). Thus MA°n((k)) 9 with the composition F<> G = F (G) , is a monoid anti-isomorphic to a monoid of fc-algebra endomorphisms of k [[n]] . The neutral element is X (= X n ). Its group of invertible elements will be denoted GA°n((k)).
The Jacobian matrix of F E MA°n((k) 
and its Jacobian determinant is j(F) = àetJ (F) .
We have J(G(F)) = J(GXF) • J(F), and so tiso j(G(F)) =j(G)(F) -j(F).
We have a monoid homomorphism
and GA°n((k)) consists of those F for which J 0 (F) is invertible. We have a split exact sequence
with L, = 2 y a /y JÇ (i = 1,... ,/*). The kernel GA\((k)) of / 0 consists of those F of the form X+ H where 7/ involves only monomials of degree > 2 in X.
The aim of this chapter is to study the inverse G of an element F E G/4 l w ((A:)). 
Abhyankar's Inversion Formula
, G, = l p D [ P\X ( j(F) • (X -F)*). LetN={0,l,
Then U(X) = V(F).
In fact, if we define V by the second formula then, by Theorem (2.1), it is given by the first formula.
Corollary ( Step 1
. Suppose that F = H <> G, i.e. F = H(G). If the Theorem is valid for G and H then it is valid for F.
We have Step 2. F=H^o ... o H^ where H^ = (^...^X^Gi, X i+l9 ... 9 X n ) alters only the variable X t . Indeed, define G t by the condition
(U,F)=2D"{U(H(G)) -j(H(G)) • (X-H(G)) lpi ) P = ^DP{U{H{G)) -j(G) j(H)(G) • (X-G + G-H(G)) lp] ) P = ^D"[u(H(G))-j(H)(G)-j(G)-2 (G-H(G)f> ] .(X-G) [r] ) = 2D"(^Diu(H(G)) -j(H)(G) (G -H(G))
Since F E GA\((k)) there is a unique such G i9 and then H (l) as above is again in GA\((k)). Moreover G n = F" and it follows by induction onn -i that #«>" ... o^(-) = (jf 1 ,...,Ai_ I ,F / ,...,Fj, whence the claim above.
Step 3. In view of Steps 1 and 2 it suffices to prove the Theorem for an F that alters only one of the variables, say X v F= (F x , X l9 ... 9 X n ). This proves the claim of Step 4, and thus proves the Theorem.
The terms G\ d \ We fix F = X -H G GA\((k)) satisfying:
( 1 ) H l9 ...,H n are homogeneous polynomials of the same degree S (> 2) ; (2) J(H)is nilpotent; and
To prove the Jacobian Conjecture we can assume that these conditions hold with ô < 3 (Corollary (2.2) of Chapter II). We have J(F) = I -J(H) with J(H) homogeneous in X of degree S -1. Applying Lemma (4.1) of Chapter II to A = M n (k) [X] and a = -J(H) E A 8 _ x we see that (2) is actually a consequence of (3). The converse holds if k is reduced, e.g. a field.
For all U G k [[n]] we have (Theorem (2.1))
In particular the inverse series G, defined by G t (F) = X i is given (Corollary (2.2)) by The first formulas follow from (3.1) Example (3). The last formula follows from (3.4) with L = X t . Then D f X t = 0 unless e x = 1 and ƒ, = i.
The tree expansion
To pursue the expansion of Proposition (3.5) we must develop expressions of the form D f H g where ƒ: e -* n and g: e' -* n. We have
where, for S C e, /)ƒ 5 = U iGS D f(i y Applying (1) We We put k -k/% and denote the classes of H i9 F i9 F modulo 2t by H i9 F i9 F, respectively. Then F = (F l5 ... ,F W ), F t ; = A^ -H i with each ƒ/) cubic homogeneous in X 9 andy(F) = 1. Moreover F is generic (in an evident sense) subject to these conditions (over Q-algebras). Since J (F) 
To apply Theorem (4.1) we introduce the set T d of (isomorphism classes of) rooted trees with d vertices, listed below for d<6. Given T e T, we shall write 
